Digital Skills
How can I gain skills with computers and technology?

Scene 1
We are living in a digital world and college is no different.
[Digital world and college colliding]

Scene 2
So it’s up to you to become a tech wizard!
[Wizard Appears]

Scene 3
You need to know how to use computers to work on assignments, research information, and communicate with instructors and classmates.
[Bulleted List]

Scene 4
Many courses now also go beyond the traditional essay. You might need to create videos for your presentations, or even your own website.
[Stack of paper replaced by a camcorder. Several coding pieces appear to form a website]

Scene 5
Whether you’re a beginner or a bit more advanced, the digital literacies in these modules can help you develop a strong digital foundation.
[Hand choosing difficulty level on a tablet accompanied by a stack of books with digital literacies icon on the side. Internet symbol then appears with muscles attached to symbolize strong digital foundation]